RAIPUR RANI
DRAFT DEVELOPMENT PLAN UP TO 2031-AD FOR CONTROLLED AREA RAIPUR RANI DISTRICT PANCHKULA.

UNDER SUB-SECTION(4) OF SECTION (5) OF THE PUNJAB SCHEDULED ROADS AND CONTROLLED AREAS RESTRICTION OF UNREGULATED DEVELOPMENT ACT 1963 (41 OF 1963)

EXISTING FEATURES:
CONTROLLED AREA BOUNDARY
VILLAGE ABAD / EXISTING ABAD
RIVER
ROAD PROPOSED
REVENUE RASTA
DENSITY (PERSONS PER HECTARE)
SUB CODE
SECTOR NUMBER
BAND

PROPOSED LAND USES:

MAIN SUB-PROPOSAL
CODE
CODE
100  =  RESIDENTIAL
200  =  COMMERCIAL
300  =  INDUSTRIAL
200  =  COMMERCIAL
300  =  INDUSTRIAL
200  =  COMMERCIAL
300  =  INDUSTRIAL
200  =  COMMERCIAL
300  =  INDUSTRIAL
200  =  COMMERCIAL
300  =  INDUSTRIAL
200  =  COMMERCIAL
300  =  INDUSTRIAL
200  =  COMMERCIAL
300  =  INDUSTRIAL
200  =  COMMERCIAL
300  =  INDUSTRIAL
200  =  COMMERCIAL
300  =  INDUSTRIAL
200  =  COMMERCIAL
300  =  INDUSTRIAL
200  =  COMMERCIAL
300  =  INDUSTRIAL
200  =  COMMERCIAL
300  =  INDUSTRIAL
200  =  COMMERCIAL
300  =  INDUSTRIAL
200  =  COMMERCIAL
300  =  INDUSTRIAL
200  =  COMMERCIAL
300  =  INDUSTRIAL
200  =  COMMERCIAL
300  =  INDUSTRIAL
200  =  COMMERCIAL
300  =  INDUSTRIAL
200  =  COMMERCIAL
300  =  INDUSTRIAL
200  =  COMMERCIAL
300  =  INDUSTRIAL
200  =  COMMERCIAL
300  =  INDUSTRIAL
200  =  COMMERCIAL
300  =  INDUSTRIAL
200  =  COMMERCIAL
300  =  INDUSTRIAL
200  =  COMMERCIAL
300  =  INDUSTRIAL
200  =  COMMERCIAL
300  =  INDUSTRIAL

SCALE: 1 CM = 100 M.

DRG. NO. DTP (P) 1442/2018 DATED 15.01.2018
DRAWN BY   Sd/-
CHECKED BY   Sd/-
ASSISTANT TOWN PLANNER

Sd/-
DISTRICT TOWN PLANNER,
CCP (NCR), PANCHKULA

Sd/-
CHIEF CO-ORDINATOR PLANNER
N.C.R HR. PANCHKULA

Sd/-
DIRECTOR
TOWN & COUNTRY PLANNING
HARYANA, CHANDIGARH

DEPTT. OF T. & C. PLANNING, HARYANA